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Voting systems for
the Council of the European Union


a two-tier decision-making system:
 the Member States at the lower level
 the European Union at the upper level
The Council of the EU
votes by a qualified
majority voting:
a decision of the Council
is taken, if it is approved
by a qualified majority

Indirect voting in the Council
 A representative of a member state with a
population N goes to Brussels and says yes
according to the will of the majority of his copatriots...
 How many of them are satisfied, N or N/2 ?
(since the representative followed their will).
 We do not know! These numbers will be
different in each cases. Mathematics is
needed to compute the average and to prove
that the difference satisfied - dissatisfied
scales as ...
Sqrt (N)

How to analyse voting systems?


27 Members States:
more than 134 mln possible coalitions



voting power (capacity to affect EU Council
decisions)
voting weight (number of votes)
voting power held by a given state depends not
only on its voting weight but also on the
distribution of the weights among all the
remaining states
the voting power needs not to be proportional to
the voting weight






Voting power vs. voting weight
the voting power needs not to be
proportional to the voting weight !


A simple example: shareholders’ assembly
takes decisions by a simple majority vote
 shareholder

X - 51% of stocks of a company
(voting weight = 51%)
 shareholder Y - 49% of stocks of a company
(voting weight = 49%)
 shareholder

X - 100% of the voting power
 shareholder Y - 0% of the voting power

How to measure voting power?


power index - probability that the vote of a
country will be decisive in a hypothetical ballot
measures the potential voting power
natural assumption:
all potential coalitions are equally likely

Penrose-Banzhaf index

Indirect voting in the Council
A representative of each country has to
vote yes or no and cannot split his vote
 example: if 30 millions of Italians support a
decision, and 29 M are against, an Italian
minister says yes (on behalf of 59 millions).
 Thus 30 M Italians can overrule 39 M Poles
(+29 millions of opposing Italians...)
 One person-one vote system would be
perfect ... if all citizens of each country
had the same opinion.


Is voting power important?
 potential

(a priori) voting power vs.
actual voting power
 value of stocks of a company - How many stocks give an investor full
control over the company?
(the answer depends on the distribution of
the shares...)
- How much should he pay for them?

How to compute the Banzhaf index ?
(Banzhaf, 1965): number of players n
2n
# of coalitions
w
# of winning coalitions
2n-1
# of coalitions with i-th player
# of wining coalitions with i-th player Xi wi
# of coalitions, for which the vote of Xi is critical
ci := wi – ( w – wi ) = 2·wi – w

Banzhaf index = ci / 2n-1
probability that vote of Xi will be decisive

Penrose-Banzhaf index (normalised)
βi = ci / Σ i ci (Penrose, 1946): pi = (1+ βi)/2
probability, that player Xi is going to winn

Council of Ministers of European
Economic Community 1958-1972
# of countries:
sum of all votes (weights):
quota:
# of coalitions
T=
# of coalitions with state X
# of winning coalitions:
State

Winning Winning
votes
coal.
coal.
with X Without

n=6
S = 17
q = 12
26 = 64
32
w = 14
Difference

Banzhaf
index

wi

W – wi

ci

ci/2n-1

Germany

4

12

2

10

5/16

France

4

12

2

10

5/16

Italy

4

12

2

10

5/16

Holland

2

10

4

6

3/16

Belgium

2

10

4

6

3/16

Luxemb.

1

7

7

0

0

Banzhaf
Normalis
. Index

βi
5/21 ˜
0.24
5/21 ˜
0.24
5/21 ˜
0.24
3/21 ˜
0.14
3/21 ˜
0.14
0

Treaty of Nice







345 votes are distributed among 27 member states on a
degressively proportional basis, e.g.:
 DE, FR, IT, UK
– 29 votes (weight)
 ES, PL
– 27 votes (weight), etc.
a) the sum of the weights of the Member States voting in
favour is at least 255 (~73.9% of 345)
b) a majority of Member States (i.e. at least 14 out of 27)
vote in favour
c) the Member States forming the qualified majority
represent at least 62% of the overall population of the
European Union
‘triple majority’

Constitutional Treaty







a) -----b) at least 55% of Member States (i.e. at least
15 out of 27) vote in favour
c) the Member States forming the qualified
majority represent at least 65% of the overall
population of the European Union
c’) a blocking minority must include at least
four Council members
‘double majority’

‘Nice’ vs. ‘Constitution’

Differences in the Banzhaf index
Constitution vs. NIce

(...)5%if two votings were required
for4%every decision, one on a per
3%
capita
basis and the other upon
the2%basis of a single vote for each
1%
country,
the system would be
0%
inaccurate
in that it would tend to
-1%
favour
large countries.
-2%
[Penrose, 1952]
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(...) if two votings were required for
every decision, one on a per
capita basis and the other upon
the basis of a single vote for each
country, the system would be
inaccurate in that it would tend to
favour large countries.
[L. Penrose, 1952]

How the linear voting weights enhance the
power of the largest states?
A model example: 160 M people living in one large
state and 8 small. Assume that in both groups
51% of the population votes yes in a certain case
 group B): 8 states with
 group A): One state
10 millions each
with 80 M people
 51% of people in this
 51% say yes
group say yes, but majority in each state varies
 so does its minister in
 8 ministers in the Council
the Council
may vote as 4:4 (or 5:3...)
 result: 80M for
 result: 40M for (less
likely 50,60,70 or 80M)

Penrose square root law:
Voting power of a citizen in a country
with population N is proportional to N -1/2
Bernoulli scheme for k=N/2 and p=q=1/2
+ Stirling expansion gives probability

Square root weights - Penrose law


this degressive system is distinguished by the
Penrose square root law (1952)

1

N

Voting power of a single citizen
of a state with population N

Voting power of its representative
N
in EU Council
-------------------------------------------------implies that
each citizen of each country has
the same potential voting power !

Square root weights - example



the ‘square root’ weights attributed to
Member States are proportional to the
sides of the squares representing their
populations

Brownian motion
(1827)


Clarkia pulchella

Albert Einstein
(1879-1955)

Marian Smoluchowski
(1872-1917)

Marian Smoluchowski
(1906)

Smoluchowski’s explanation
of the Brownian motion...

Random walk on the line
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If particle moves from point different then
0 its mean distance to 0 does not change
if particle moves from the point 0 its mean
distance to 0 grows by 1
2

Random walk : a diffusion law




Probability that a particle
returns to its initial point
after k steps scales as k-1/2
Thus the mean distance
<Dx> from 0 grows with
the time n as
<Dx(n)> ~ Σ k=1n k-1/2 ~ n1/2

The Penrose square root law is closely
related to diffusion law !
1

Qualified majority threshold






The choice of an appropriate decision-taking
quota (threshold) affects both the distribution of
voting power in the Council (and thus also the
representativeness of the system) and the voting
system’s effectiveness and transparency.
Different authors have proposed different quotas
for a square root voting systems, usually varying
from 60% to 74%.
The optimal quota enables the computed voting
power of each country to be practically equal to
the attributed voting weight.

Optimal threshold

EU-25: 62,0%
EU-27: 61,6%

Jagiellonian Compromise

square root weights
+
optimal quota

‘Nice’ / Jagiellonian Compromise /
Constitution
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Constitution
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Germany

United
Kingdom

Poland

Czech
Republik

Member State

Population
(in millions)

Voting
power
Constitution

Voting
weight (JC)

Voting
power (JC)

Germany

82.44

11.66

9.47

9.45

France

62.89

9.02

8.27

8.27

United Kingdom

60.39

8.69

8.10

8.10

Italy

58.75

8.49

7.99

7.99

Spain

43.76

6.55

6.90

6.91

Poland

38.16

5.71

6.44

6.45

Romania

21.61

4.15

4.85

4.85

Netherlands

16.33

3.50

4.21

4.21

Greece

11.13

2.88

3.48

3.48

Portugal

10.57

2.80

3.39

3.39

Belgium

10.51

2.80

3.38

3.38

Czech Rep.

10.25

2.77

3.34

3.34

From Christoph Poeppe, Spektrum der Wissenschaft 2007

EU-M
6
9
10
12
15
25
27
Ropt 73.0% 67.4% 65.5% 64.5% 64.4% 62,0% 61.4%
Tab. 2 shows the value of the critical quota Ropt as a
function of the number M of members of the EU.

Optimal quota – the normal approximation
w k ( k = 1, , M ) - voting weights,

n( z ) : =
m :=

∑i =1 w i = 1, [ q ; w1, ,w M ]

{

k

card I ⊂ { 1, , M } : ∑i ∈I w i = z
2M

},

N( q ) : =

q −m

σ 

∑ n( z ) ≈ Φ 

z ≤q

1 k
1
1 k
2
w
=
,
σ
:
=
w i2 , Φ - standard normal cumulative distributi on function
∑
∑
i
i
=
1
i
=
1
2
2
4
q −m +w / 2
q − m −w / 2



k
k
ψk(q ) ≈ Φ
− Φ 
(k = 1, M)


2
2
2
2
 σ − wk / 4 
 σ − wk / 4 

qn : = m + σ =

1
1 +
2

ψ k ( qn ) ≈



∑i =1 w i2 
k

( )

2
v k + o v k4 , v k : =
πe

β k ( qn ) ≈ w k
q = m = 1/ 2

ψ k (1/ 2 ) ≈

( )

2
v k + o v k2
π

wk

∑

k
2
w
i
i =1

<< 0

← ASSUMPTION

Optimal quota –solution of the problem
w k ( k = 1, , M ) - voting weights,
q* ≅ qn ( w1, ,w M ) =

∑

k
w
i =1 i

1
1 +
2

= 1, [ q ; w1, ,w M ]


∑i =1 w i2 
k

1
1  1 
1 
= qn ( w1, ,w M ),
1 +
 ≤ 1+


2
2
M
Meff 

1
- effective number of players (Laakso, Taagepera (1979))
k
2
∑i =1 w i

qs ( M ) =
where Meff : =

In particular for Penrose voting system (w k ~ Nk ) we get
k

Ni

∑
1
qn ( N1, , NM ) = 1 + k i =1
2 ∑
Ni
i =1








The efficiency of the system does not decrease, when the number of players M increases
A( qs ) ≥ A( qn ) ≈ 1 − Φ( 1) ≈ 15.9%





For the Council of Ministers of EU-27 the optimal quota
equals 61.6%.
For EU-M the optimal quota q can be approximated by a
simple mathematical formula:

N1 +  + N M
1 
q = 1+
2 
N1 +  + N M






where Ni stands for the population of the i-th country.

Jagiellonian Compromise









it is extremely simple since it is based on a single criterion,
and thus it could be called a ‘single majority’ system;
it is objective (no arbitrary weights or thresholds), hence
cannot a priori handicap any member of the European Union;
it is representative: every citizen of each Member State has
the same potential voting power;
it is transparent: the voting power of each Member State is
(approximately) proportional to its voting weight;
it is easily extendible: if the number of Member States
changes, all that needs to be done is to set the voting weights
according to the square root law and adjust the quota
accordingly;
it is moderately efficient: as the number of Member States
grows, the efficiency of the system does not decrease;
it is also moderately conservative, that is, it does not lead to
a dramatic transfer of voting power relative to the existing
arrangements.

Square root weights
- support from academics




advocated or analysed by Laruelle, Widgrén (1998),
Baldwin, Berglöf, Giavazzi, Widgrén (2000), Felsenthal,
Machover (2000-2004), Hosli (2000), Sutter (2000),
Tiilikainen, Widgrén (2000), Kandogan (2001), Leech
(2002), Moberg (2002), Hosli, Machover (2002), Leech,
Machover (2003), Widgrén (2003), Baldwin, Widgrén
(2004), Bilbao (2004), Bobay (2004), Kirsch (2004),
Lindner (2004), Lindner, Machover (2004), Plechanovová
(2004, 2006), Sozański (2004), Ade (2005), Koornwinder
(2005), Pajala (2005), Maaser, Napel (2006), Taagepera,
Hosli (2006)
prior to the European Union summit in Brussels in June
2004, an open letter in support of square-root voting
weights in the Council of Ministers endorsed by more than
40 scientists from 10 European countries

Treaties are like roses and young girls.
They last while they last.

Charles de Gaulle
Time, 12th July, 1963

Spektrum der Wissenschaft
August 2007

Die Quadratwurzel,
das Irrationale
und der Tod

Optimal quota for the union of M states:
qopt=(1/2+M-1/2/2).

